
Physics            name _______________________________   period _____      your score: _______ / 50pts
50pt TAKE HOME QUIZ 1 (Red Kinematics, Metrics)            Thur. 8/31 - Thurs.  9/7/17 
Use a pencil. show your work and units on all quantitative problems

5.) Write the physics equations for the following graphs representing two crawling babies. 
a.) (2pts) Physics equation for 

b.) (2pts) Physics equation for 

c.) (3pts) If the baby represented by the dashed line crawls in 
the same direction for a total of 0.82 hrs, what will be her final 
displacement from the group's origin?
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4.) Remember our 2nd day of class out on the west lawn? 
Graph the following two situations assuming the origin 
is the sidewalk by the science lot and south is the 
positive direction: 

a.) (4pts) Parker starts from the main street sidewalk 
(50m away) and jogs back to the science sidewalk in 18.0 
seconds.

b.) (4pts) Abby starts 15m to the north of the science 
parking lot sidewalk and runs south at 4 m/s for 12 
seconds.

1a.) (1pt)How many miles per hour are we, in Oklahoma, rotating around the axis of the earth? ______________________

1b.) (1pt) How fast is the earth moving around the sun? _______________

1c.) (1pt) How fast is the sun moving around the super massive black hole in the center of the milky way? _______________

1d.) (1pts) So with all this constant motion, what is the physics definition of motionless?

2.) (2pts)Why is it sort of lying to leave a measured number (using instruments) in terms of a fraction (example: 50m/21sec)?

3a.) (2pts) Explain the difference between a scalar and a vector.  

3b.) (2pts) Give two examples of a scalars and two examples of vectors. 

25pts



7a.)(1pt)  43.5 Mm  = ___________________ nm       7b.)(1pt) 0.00078 µs =  ______________________  ms
   
7c.)(1pt)  250 pHz  = ___________________ kHz       7d.)(1pt) 0.043 kg =  ______________________  mg
   

7e.)(1pt) 3.74 x 10-5 ML  = _________________ mL    7f.)(1pt) 46.0 x 107 cm =  ___________________  km
   

7g.)(1pt)  6.5 x 10-12 THz  = _________________ MHz    7h.)(1pt) 5.9 x 104 s =  ___________________  ms
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6.) (5pts) Assuming the graph grids are 
2.0m by 1 sec, set up the axes and plot 
the following 2D situation occuring on 
the Glorious West Lawn: 

This time, assume North and East are 
positive.  

Matt walks at 2.0m/s straight 
north 4.0 meters, turns left 
and slowly walks 5.0 meters in 
6.0sec, then turns right and 
walks at 0.5 m/s for 5.0m.

Use the powerline to help you play the metric game 

9.) (6pts) YOU MUST USE GOLD STANDARD TO SOLVE: An asteroid the size of Harve Collin's Field is heading towards central 
Oklahoma from deep space at an average speed of  0.0020 km / ms  and an altitude of 90 billion feet above Norman,  
how many weeks do we have to get the heck out of here?   (0.305 m = 1 foot)

ONLY coefficients and symbols 
of givens go in these boxes Answer:

Required Drawing:Symbol thoughts  . . .  no numbers or units.Isolated symbol/coefficient Eq:
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8.) (6pts) YOU MUST USE GOLD STANDARD TO SOLVE: Sam intercepts the ball and is running for the NHS endzone.  
If it takes him 8.4 x 107 µs running at 18mi/hr  how many yards does he return the ball?  (5280ft = 1 mi;  3 ft = 1 yd)

ONLY coefficients and symbols 
of givens go in these boxes Answer:

Required Drawing:Symbol thoughts  . . .  no numbers or units.Isolated symbol/coefficient Eq:
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